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A Late Medeval and Post-Medieval Pottery

V

Sequence
Soudawvarkfrom 199 BoroxVh High Steet,
by D. J. TURNER, B.Sc., F.S.A., F.S.A.Scot.

Excavations, under the direction of Mr Peter Marsden and the writer with
Mr J. Vockings as site supervisor, took place at 199 Borough High Street,
Southwark, in 1962 (Turner, 1967). The full report is under preparation, but
has been delayed by the problems of processing the large number of finds,
ranging from Romano- British to nineteenth-century, and of obtaining the
necessary specialists reports. This note describes an interesting stratified
sequence of late medieval and ea:ly post- medieval pottery that was excavated
from one of the trenches. While much pottery from these periods has been
recovered from excavations in Southwark and the City of London, little has
been published and the note in offered as a small contribution to this neglected field of study.
Associated finds from the trench will be described in the final report.

This trench, cut from a cellar floor, exposed a sequence of late medieval,
and early post medi*al pits that were dug into and through each other.

I,

ore sid DitIng
Bedrock. Sand and gravel.
Level IVa. Layers of brown snd and grey clay containing mixed RomanoBritish and medieval pottery down to the late fourteenth century.
Feature IVP1. Truncated pit with a layer of burnt straw at the bottom;
possibly a flat-bottomed ditch running north-south. Pottery down to
the late fourteenth century.
Feature IVP2. Shallow pit cut into level IVa and overlaid by level rVb.

Sterile.

Level IVb. Brown soil containing sherd# of mid fifteenth-century date.
Feature
IVP3. A deep cylindrical pit only partially within the trench. It
was cut through level IVb and contained mainly derived pottery from
earlier deposits.
Feature IVP4. Shallow pit cut into the top of the fill of pit IVP3. This
contained considerable remains of waste from a bone-working industry
and a series of ptpkins and Jugs. Early sixteenth-century.
Lerel 1Vc. Layers deposited after pit IVP4 had filled. Truncated by concrete

I
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Late Medie,al and Post-Medieval Sequence
cellar floor. Contained mixed materias
deposits.
Concrete cellar floor.

mainly derived from earlier

The Pottery (Figs. 1-6).
Let el IVa
1. Cooking pot of fine grey ware with carefully fired, pinky-buff surface.
Straight everted neck with thickened rim. Faintly smudged wave
decoration inside neck.
2. Cooking pot of grey lightly shell-tempered ware. Flat flanged rim.
3.
Sherd of decorated jug. Brick-red ware with raised ribs. Blobs of
white slip and green glaze over all.
4.
Bowl of fine grey-buff ware. Down-turned flange rim with inner
beading, moulded at the outer edge possibly to provide a lid seating.
5. Jug of buff ware with slight sand temper. Spot (at least) of yellow
glaze.
6.
Rim, possibly from large jug or pitcher. Fine grey-buff ware.
Also from this level:
Sherds of sandy, oxidised wares, some with clear glaze.
Sherds with cream slip, probably from
-s. Pale yellow-green glaze
on grey, light brown and brown-surfa
ey wares. Unglazed,
bright red-pink ware.
Range of off-white to buff sherds. Patches of green glaze of varying
colour and quality.
The cooking pot with the everted neck is, presumably, twelfth-century
or
very early thirteenth, while the shell-tempered vessel with the plain
flanged rim should belong to the thirteenth. The slipped jug sh*rds and
the decorated jug sherd can probably be dated to the century 1250-1350.
The off-white to buff sherds, which resemble pottery from Kingston
(Canham, 1969) and Cheam (Marshall, 1924), should be fourteenthThe bowl, 4 (with a more developed rim than Northolt 72-Hurst, centu-y.
1962),
is in a finer fabric than a similar rim, lacking only the ede moulding,
found in a derived context elsewhere on the site and may, presumably,
be dated late in the fourteenth century.
Feature IVPI Pit
7.
Bowl with flarged rim, flange downturned and slightly undercut with
incipient squai-ed bead internally. Pinky-brown ware with light sand
temper and pale yellow-green glaze inside base.
Also from this feature:
Several sherds of off-white to buff ware and two small sherds of thin,
grey-buff ware with red-brown, painted decoration.
The painted sherds resemble fourteenth-fifteenth century Cheam pottery
(Marshall, 1924) and there is nothing in the pottery from this pit to date
it substantially later than Level IVa into which it was cut.
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Fig. 1. Pottery from 190 Borough High Street.
Level lVb
8. Cooking pot with thickened rim on an everted neck. Off-white
sandy ware.
9. Sailet of buff ware with orange bloom to part of exterior. Fine sAnd

temper.

10. Bowl with broad flanged rim, no Internal beading. Light brown ware
with very.slight fine sand temper and mottled green-orange glaze
inside the base.
11. Bowl with everted flanged rim. Buff-sarfaced off-white ware with
fine sand temper.
12. Bowl with everted flanged rim and internal beading. Buff-surfaced
off-white ware with fine sand temper.
13. Similar vessel of similar ware. Internal beading undercut.
14. Pitcher of very thin, grey-buff surfaced, pnky-buff ware with very
slight fine sand temper. Bib of thin yellow glaze speckled In green.
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15. Pitcher of thin pale buff ware with slight very fine sand temper. Bib
of thin yellow glaze speckled in green. Rim of second similar vessel.
16. Pitcher of thin pale-buff ware with very slight very fine sand temper.

/

/
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Fig. 2.

Pottery from 19 Borough High I.reet.
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Fig. 3.

Pottery from 199 Borough High Sreet.

17. Pitcher of thin grey ware with light sand temper, decorated by girth
groowes on the sholder and glazed over part of the upper half.
Continuously thumbed bars angle; base sag below thmMng.
18. Pitcher of grey-buf gurfaced, grey ware with fine sand temper.
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Late Medie'al and Post-Medieewl Sequence
Irregular splashes of green to maroon glaze. Discontinuously thumbed base.
The cooking pot, 8, is closely related to vessels found at the Ingledew
and Davenport site, Southwark (Kenyon, 1959, Fig. 27.7) associated with
fourteenth- century (probably early fourteenth- century) jugs; at the Bank
of England (Dunning. 1937a); at West Humble (Dunning. 1938); and at
Guildford (Dunning. 1937b)
The slack-profiled pitchers, 14-16, can be paralleled from London (London
Museum, 1954, 228, Fig. 75. 3) and Westminster (Hurst, 1960, No. 6). The
London parallel has a bifid rim which is claimed by Dunning to be charac
teristic of the fifteenth century. Hurst describes the Westminster parallel as 'Cheam Ware' but there is no close parallel to this form amongst
the published material from Cheam (Marshall. 1924). The fabric of these
Southwark pitchers is, however, closely similar to much of the Cheam pottery.
The stratigraphical position of this group, between the late fourteenth
century sherds of Level IVa and Pit IVPI on the one hand and the late
fifteenth or early sixteenth-century pit group of Pit IVP4 on the other
Implies a date within the fifteenth century. The absence of white West
Surrey ware and of the red and grey wares common in Pit IVP4. suggest
a date before 1475, and the bracket 1425-1450 would seem to be, in the
absence of direct evidence, the most comfortable dating at present for
this group. It is possible, but not certain, that the cooking pot, 8, is a
derived sherd from earlier deposits: the survival or otherwise, of this
vessel form has not been established.
Feature IVP3 Pit
19. Handle-rim junction of a small pitcher, possibly similar in shape to
15. Badly burnt after breaking. Not illustrated.
Also from this feature.
Rim cf large cooking pot (10 inch diameter) of grey, lightly heUtempered ware with brown surfaces. Squared off, flat-flanged rim.
Mid-to-late thirteenth century.
Rim-handle junction of a large pitcher of light grey, sandy ware. Evert!
ed neck, slashed strap handle. 5% inches diameter mouth. Probably
Limpefteld ware thirteenth-fourteenth century.
Head and part of the body of an unbearded figure modelled in the
round. Buff ware with mottled dark green glaze. From a decorated
jug, probably of Midlan. origin. Early fourteenth century ?
Fragments of buff, sandy ware pitchers pith thumbed and plain base
angles. Fragment of rim of buff, sandy ware bowl, similar to 13.

7,
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Fca-:ture"IVP4 Pit
20. Cup of thin. near-white ware wlh good green glaze. Fragments of
others. Similar vessels publish 3d from Winchester (Cunlitfe, 1964)
and the Inns ol Court (Mathews and Green, 1969). Probably from
Wet Surrey or Hampshire kiln.
21. Pipkln of red-surfaced, grey ware. Splashes of glaze externally.
22. Pipkin of pink ware. Orange glaze on rim and inside base. Strap
handle. (One handle only was found. The vessel may have had two
handles and tripod feet.)

Fig. 4.

Pottery from 1"
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Street.
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Fig. 5.

Pottery from 199 Borough High Street.
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23. Pipkin of orange-brow. ware. Patches of brown glaze externally.
Decorated by riflling on shoulder.
24. Rim of orange-brown ware. Patchy yellow glaze internally. Feet
from a larger tripod pipkin of Identical ware.
25. PIpkln of red-brown ware. Splashes of brown glaze inside rim. Strap
handle. Too little to reconstruct satisfactorily. Not illustrated.
26. Pipkin of pink ware. Rod handle joining to rim (c.f. Hurst, 1960, Nos.
15 and 16).
27. Simple up-turned handle from skillet of orange-brown ware.
28. Bottom half of a drinking jug of very finely-thrown, buff stoneware.
Frilled foot ring. Entirely covered externally, including under the
base, with a dull, creamy, transparent glaze. Inside there is a purplegrey sediment stuck to the walls. The fragment has been burnt after
being broken. It is hard to be sure of the exact shape from the fragment preserved, but it has been reconstructed as a drinking-jug with
flared rim and loop handle (Klein, 1949, P1. 4 righl;von Bock, 1969, 43,
no. 102) rather than the more normal type of Jacoba jug with an ovoid
body, cylindrical neck and larger strap handle (Klein, 1949, pl. 1; von
Bock 1969, 39,No. 70) because the shape of the lower part of the body
would fit more easily to the former shape.
The vessel falls into the group of Seigburg drinking jugs and beakers
which date to the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth
centuries. There is no full publication of these simple, utilitarian
forms as opposed to the more ornate art pieces but see Klein (1949),
von Bock (1969) and also Jarret and Edwards (1963). They are hard
to date exactly since the vessels have a long life and few have been
found in stratified context.
(The writer is grateful to John Hurst for the foregoing note on the
Seigburg vessel)
29. Jug of red-brown ware, incompletely oxidised. Bib of mottled redbrown glaze. Possibly from the 1969 Cheam kiln (Morris, 1969).
30. Jug of red ware incompletely oxidised. Probably bib of brow-green

glaze.
31. Three jugs of grey ware, two with zones of bright red oxidation in
the body. Same general shape and rim form as 29 but too fragmentary to reconstruct the profile satisfactorily. Decorated with trailed
cream slip or paint in bold curvilinear patterns which may Include
large letters. One jug has a bib of brown glaze. They probably had
strap handles. Possibly from the 1969 Cheam kiln (Morris, 1969).
32. Jugs of incompletely oxidised red ware and of grey ware with red
surfaces. Some painted white slip decoration. &rap handles. Too
fragmentary to reconstruct. Possibly from the 1"9 Cheam kiln
(Morris, 1969).
Also from this level:
Fragments of off-white snd buff Surrey wares. A very low proportion
of sherds recovered from the pit sad possibly, although not certainly,
derived.
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The pit was almost certainly rapidly filled with rubbish and the pottery grp can be accepted as having a restricted date range. Its
precise date is difficult to establish, however, although the presence of
Vest Surrey white ware and the SetbrE drinking Jug indicates a date
later than 1475. It would be dangerous to argue from the absence of
other imported vessels as the rubbish probably came from the nearby
prison and ztc imports would be rare. The abeece of yellow glazed
brown ware (termed Guy's Hospital ware by Dawson (1970) and thought
to have been made locally-possibly in Lambeth) may be more signlticant. A tentative date of c. 1500 to 1525 is the most that can be suggested at present.
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(Fig. 15)

SMALL FINDS

Ceramic
Feature IV P3
49*

46J

Part of figurine in hard buff/pink fine-sandy fabric
(Surrey type) with glossy mottled green glaze.
Probably a free-standing figure from a 14th century

jug - a close parallel was reported from Waverley Abbey
(Brakspear 1905, 88).
Stone
Level 1Vb
50*

&,7

Chalk candle holder.

Coin
Level IVb
51

CW9

Irregular bronze radiate of later 3rd century.
foin

no. lV

Iron
Level IV
52

Z22, 2V

Part of strap hinge, rolled at one end.

114 mm (4h")

long by 22 mm (% in.) wide, with one nail.
sent to Cuming Museum for treatmen17
Nails.

0vai

ffl3, 2L7

Feature IV PI
Nail

DWeol IVb JrA
Key (?)

53

9,7
=

83

(3%g in.)

ffVbJ7

long.

Nails

Feature IV P3

7

6,

Rod

54

vc

Level

ffl, 2,

J7

Large nail, length

55

140 mm (5h in.)

Nail.
Bronze
Level IVa

X22, 2ig

'Brush', bound at one end with wire.

56*

Oval section at

brush end. round section at bound end.
Fragment of *brush', similar to above.

57*

MV

Level
58

j,
ff

_q

Spherical-headed pin.

Feature IV P4

ffi5

59

Spherical-headed pin.

60

Wire-headed pin.

61*

Belt buckle.

Level IVc
62*

CS.f.

no. 4Z7

ZT37

Buckle clasp for belt or dagger.
to look like silver.

Brass, copper-plated

Rectangular with large central hole

and two smaller holes on the longitudinal axis.
(I

and N).

Two letters

a panel round the central hole and a border have

all been carved in outline.

The rest of the surface has

been removed by long straight cuts, except in a few inaccessible
corners.

Slightly bent but drawn as if flat.

14th

.5
or (more likely) 15th century.

(cf London Museum

(1940) fig. 85.6, accession no. A2554.)

ff.f. no. 587

Lead
Level Iya
Fragment of glazing came, cut lengthwise.
Feature IVP3
Fragment of glazing came.
Unidentified metal
Level IVa
63

f2V

Button.

Bone
Feature IVP4
64

L57

Many fragments showing evidence of the manufacture of
dice, etc.,

from long bones.

The long bones were

divided longitudinally and suitable lenths were then
shaped into square sectioned rods.

These were then

cut into cubes (probably after some dice faces had been
marked).

Sections of long bones may have been used

to hold the lengths steady during the process (see Plate I).
The purpose of the holes drilled in these sections
(see also Plate 1I)

is not clear:

practice pieces.

The ends of rods and certain unsatisfactory

centre sections remained as waste.

they may have been

See Appendix for a

full study by R.E. Chaplin and Mary Harman of the domestic
bone refuse from this pit,

.
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I

The following items are shown in
they are described in
left

Plates III and IV,

order from top to bottom and

to right.
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A

:

needlm

B

:

die, 9 mm cube

.f

C

s die, 6 mm cube

Zf

D

:

unmarked cube

E

:

unfinished ? peg.

j1f no.

no.

57

no. 467

Handle turned and decorated

Ztf no. 4§7
F

:

crude figure of a knight (?).
probably unfinished.

G

:

ff

Legs missing
no. 50J

peg, c 37 mm high, surmounted by a crude carved
human head, each side perforated by a slit 12 mm x 3 mm

5
R

:

no. 427

fVgne of a male in hat, doublet, etc., carrying sword.

Bone tang attachment with two drilled holes.
also remains of attachment on head.
I

:

Possibly

Lf no. 51F

peg with spiral decoration,

surmounted by crude carved

ktuman head, wearing mitre

Zno sf no7

J

:

peg with chevron decoration, as I

K

a

peg with double spiral decoration, surmounted by
crenellation (?).

Zo of no7

Tang on lower end.

L

:

die, six only numbered, other sides plain

M

a

die

3

a

unmarked cube

Zo sf no7
Zsf no. 5L7

m

4.

iu

S.,

•-

Sm

.4.
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The figures may be chessmen,

with a knight, king, two

bishops, rook and unidentified figure (? queen) represented.
The tango may be to *lot into larger base sections.

(Alternatively, if the game were played on the ground
instead of on a board, the tangs could be stuck in the
ground to hold the figures upright).

The box containing the noted carved bone from this deposit
was lost when the finds were transferred from the Guildhall
to the Cusing Museum.

There was much bone in the Pit apart from the worked material.
The whole has been studied by Mr. R. Chaplin and Miss M.
Harman (see Appendix).
The bone can be regarded as of
mixed origin but clearly the worked bone is predominantly refuse
from handicraft work.
The disproportionate number of
metapodial bones found clearly indicates the acquisition of
these bones for this work.
The similarly dibpioportionate
number of sheep heads also found is not so easy to explain,
there being no indication of use.
The mixture of the bones
in the ground and their fragmentary nature Indicates that the
sheep heads were not -scarded fresh, nor after simple
extraction of the brain.
The most probable explanation is
.that they were stewed either to provide food or to obtain fat,
gelatin, etc.
The other bones present appear to be food
debris.
This picture is in accord with the view that this pit
was associated with the adjacent prison.

S.|

TR=SCH V

This trench was a shaft dug at the rear of the site where

there had been no cellars to truncate the sequence.
Natural sand was reached at c. +1.68 m (5 ft 6 ins) O.D.,
cut by a water-course approximately 0.9 m (3 ft) deep, running
approximately north-south, which had silted up in R-B times.
The presence of several nails and two pieces of iron hinges
in the ditch fill probably indicate that there was a building,
possibly of timber, nearby.

Rubbish began to be dipmkted

here in quantities in the sixteenth century and there is no
medieval sequence.

Sherds of medieval pottery were found but

they had no stratigraphical significance.
The trench is mainly significant for its post-medieval pottery
series which is supported by a sequence of clay pipes.
With the exception of the R-B water-course, the trench was
devoid of features of note.

(Fig. 12).

SEQUENCE AND DATING
Bedrock

4%67

Sand at c. +1.68 m (5 ft 6 ins)
O.D.,

cut into by ditch V D,

above gravel at c. +0.53 a
(1

ft 9 ins) O.D.

R-B pottery on the surface of
the sand.

Leve1 Va

l14

R-B occupation layer, or
topsoil disturbed in the R-B
period, merging indistinctly
with the ditch fill.
sand.
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Feature v D

fl3,

5.7

Water channel cutting level Va.
Silting completed in R-D period.
Finds only from upper gravelly
silting.

7

Level Vb

fIf

Level Vc

flo,

Sterile brown loam.
117

Brown loam and gravel above
sterile brown loam and gravel.
Tudor.

Level Vd

8, 2,7

Black loam with mortar layers.
c. 1600-60.

Level Ve

ff6, 7

Black loam covered by building
refuse, pottery and clay pipes,
probably derived from demolition
and clearances following the
fire of Southwark (1670).
Late 17th century.

Level Vf
Level Vg

ZA7
El-4g

Black loam.
Made ground.
century.

18th century.
Late 1.8th-l9th
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FINDS

POTTERY
Romano-British

(Fig. 13)

Bedrock
500

One rim sherd of samian:

Dr. 39

(no rouletting),

Neronian date.

Level Va

ztl&7

501

One rim shard, Dr. 15/17R.

502

One rim sherd,

503

One base sherd, Dr. 18 or similar.

504

One sherd, possibly Dr. 18

505

One rim shard, Dr. 27.

506

One shard, Dr. 29.

507

One rim sherd, Dr. 33.

Dr.

18

Burnt.

All South Gaulish, early Flavian date as a group.
Colour-coated ware
508*

Two rim sherds of beaker

Soft 3ff-white smooth

fabric with worn brown colour-coat.
(cf Verulamium Museum:

beaker from Haismead Cemetery,

late let or early 2nd century.)
509

Rough-cast.

Not None Valley.

Sherd in white fabric with brown colour-coat.
probably from a bag-shaped beaker.

1st or early 2nd century import.

Rouletted,

Probably a late

) .~:

-

.z-

FiS 13

Romano-British pottery from Trench V. Nos 50-527

)
z

5137
us

oil

other coarse ware
Beaker
510*

Rim shard

Hard light grey fine-sandy fabric with

lighter grey interior.
Jars
511*

Two rim shards

Hard grey sandy fabric with burnished

light grey exterior.

Cordon at base of neck.

Possibly from Highgate

(Brawn and Sheldon

1974)0 early

2nd century.
512*

Rim sherd

Hard light grey sandy fabric with brown

margins and surfaces.
513*

Rim wherd

Hard light grey sandy fabric with dark grey

exterior.
514

Base in

similar fabric with groove on underside

(cf Highgate jars).
Lids
515*

Rim sherd

Hard light grey sandy fabric with

darker interior.
516*

Rim sherd

Hard dark grey/orange sandy fabric with

black patches on surfaces.
Also from this level are sherds in the following fabrics buff/grey gritty (amphora), grey gritty, buff sandy
with white slip on exterior, pink/buff sandy# brown 'soapy',
fine grey with red surfaces.
An early 2nd century dating is

indicated.
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Level V D flL7
Samian

517

One base sherd, Dr. 15/17 or 18.

StaMd OF...

weronian-early Flavian.

Not identifiable.
518

One base sherd, Dr. 15/17R or similar.

519

One rim shard, Dr 18.

520

One rim sherd, Dr.

521

One rim sherd, Dr. 24/25.

522

One sherd, Dr. 27.

523

One rim and one body shard, Dr. 29.

524

One shard, unidentified.

18R.

All are South Gaulish and of Flavian date, except for the
Dr. 24/25 and 29s, which are Neronian.
Colour-coated ware
525

Sherd in fairly
colour-coat.

sat buff fine fabric with brown
Rouletting separated by double horizontal

groove on exterior, rough-cast interior.
526

Three sherds in fairly soft fine-sandy fabric, grey core
and grey-brown margins and surfaces.

Traces of black

colour-coat (?) and rouletting on exterior.

Worn

(water-rolled ?).
W coarse ware
527*

Rim sherd of flagon

Bard dark grey coarse-sandy fabric

with grey/black surfaces.
Also shards in grey and grey/brown coarse-sandy fabrics.

93
Post-Mieyal

(Fig. 14)

The numbers of sherds of each fabric group (see Trench III) are

shown in Table 4.

The slip-ware sherds (H)

have red-brown fabric, with white

slip and yellow glaze on the interior,
to large dishes.

Dawson (1970) has proposed the name

'Guy's Hospital Ware'
q1475 to c.1600 is

and appear to belong

for this pottery and a date from

tentatively suggested.

are a rim sherd of a jug,

Two exceptions

with slip and glaze on both surfaces

and external glaze tending towards brown tones with green
patchear

and a body *herd, probably of a jar or jug, with

white slip and yellow glaze on the exterior only.
The 'Tudor greene

sherd* (N)

are small,

thin, with good

mottled green glaze.
Pabric3 of group A are hard,
generally have a grey core.

sandy, brown rather than red and
The glaze is

olive or dull

brown, usually on one side of the sherd only, and frequently
patchy.

'Jar'

The majority of the identifiable sherds belong to

shapes (probably pipkins) - see 528-532, although two

plates or dishes (533,

534)

and a small mug or cup (535)

are

also represented.
The unglazed sherds (a) are similar to the glazed and appeer
(where identifiable) to belong to jar or pitcher forms.
have sparse white slip on the interior.

Three
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Of the two C sherds,

one is

in

an unusual gritty fabric,

with yellow glaze on both surfaces,

while the other is

typical of the Hants/Surrey fabric (Holling 1971),

more

but it

is very small and might be intrusive.
One of the two D sherds has a coarse red fabric, with greenish
The other has thick purplish

glaze on the exterior o-i,.
glaze on both surfaces.

The identifiable stoneware consists of five globular body
sherds of Raeren type, first half of the 16th century, two
sherds of Cologne type of similar date and five small sherds of
Frechon type (including one of 'Tiger ware') of the second half
of the 16th century.
There is one shard with tin
Level Vd

glaze

(L),

presumably imported (536).

ZT, 27

The slipware sherds (H)

are similar to those from Vc,

with the

exception of a pan rim (537) which has green glaze.
The glazed red fabrics (A) continue in this level:

two

additions to the range are a red fabric withgLossy olive glaze
on both surfaces (eg 541) and a similar fabric with orange glaze on
both surfaces (eg 543).
pipkins) are in

As in Vc, 'Jar' shapes (probably

the majority - see 538-544

two plate or bowl rims (545,
The unglazed sherds (B)
rims (548,

there are also

546) and one mug or cup (547).

resemble those from Vc and two pitcher

549) confirm the form represented by them.
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The glazed white wares (C) are of the Hants/Surrey type.
Forms represented are platters (552-554), pipkins (555,556)
and bowls (550,551).

Most sherds are glazed on the

interior only, and more have yellow glaze than green.
The black-glazed sherds (D) belong to one or more tygs
(557,

558).

Stonewares of Raeren, Cologne (559,560) and Frechen types
are present.
There is also part of a 'bellarmine' mask,
(Holmes 1951, type VI, c.1600).
There is one sherd of imported unglazed ware (J) (561)
and nine of imported tin-glazed pottery (F), from Spanish
costrels, probably of the early 17th century (562-564).
Three small sherds of trailed slipwaro (G),

All have red

sandy fabric and brown glaze, showing yellow over the slip.
There is

Levelye

one sherd of delftware (L)
4,

(565).

77

Group A fabrics are generally redder than in Vc and grey
cores are less common.
Yellow-brown and orange-brown glazes
predominater
(566-570)

olive is also present.

and 'jar'

forms (571-576)

Platter/bowl forms
are both common:

there are also jugs (577, 578), possibly a strainer (579)
and a chafing dish (580).
The unglazed sherds (B) are undiagnostic, but seem to come
from large vessels.

The glazed white wares (C) cover a wide range of forms
platters (581-583),
a cup (593),

-

pipkins and/or chamber pots (584-591).

small dishes (594,595) and possibly a

candlestick (596).

most sherds are glazed on the

inside only, and yellow glaze is in the majority.

The black-glazed sherds (D) have red sandy fabrics, and
probably belong to tygs.
The stoneware (M) is of fabric and shapes associated with
'bellarmine'
type VIII,

bottles, and includes one mask, Holmes (1951)
second half of 17th century.

The sherd of Spanish tin-glazed pottery (F) is very similar
to those from Vd. to which it may belong.
The five sherds of trailed slipware (G) include two from
OMetropolitan' type platters or dishes (597,598).
A wide range of forms is represented in delftware (L) plate (599), dish (600), bowls (601-603), mug (604),
chamber pot (605) and jars (606,

607).

There are also two sherds of Staffordshire slipware (I)
(608, 609).
The single sherd of porcelain (K) is Chinese and has been
dated to the 18th century (610).

Level Vf

47

In addition to the glazes noted in Ve, a mottled brown
glaze is associated with fabric group A in this level.
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The few shards that can be identified belong to 'Jar'
(Gll-613) or cup (614) forms:

there is

also a pipkin

handle.
The unglazed shards (B)

are again undiagnostic,

except

for two straight rims which might belong to plant pots.

The few shards 3f glazed white ware (C) include the rims
of bowl (615) and a cup '616).

All have yellow glaze

on the interior only.
Tho% black-glazed sherd (D) has a greenish tinge to the glaze.
The two shards of delftware (L) are both bases of jars
(617, 618). while the two shards of stoneware are not
diagnostic.
Both sherds of porcelain (K) (619, 620) are Chinese and
have been given dated in the 18th century.
There are four sherds of Staffordshire combed slipware (Z),
dated to the second quarter of the 18th century.

Two

are from the base of a plate.

Descript ions
Level Vc
52W

Jar.

Red sandy fabric with grey surfaces.

Dark

green glazc on internal surface of rim, and in patches
on exterior.

(Similar in form to Moorhouse 1970, no.

167, but smaller.

Moorhouse's example is 'possibly

earlier than the rest of the group (first half of 17th
century), so it may be a late medieval form'.)

9
529*

Rim of jar (or bot?)

Red sandy fabric with grey core.

Patches of olive-green glaze, specMed with dark brown
on interior.

530*

Jar with out-turned horl:-ntal rim, triangular at
edge

Red sandy fabric with grey core and spots

of brown glaze.
531*

Red

Jar (?) with shallow internal lid-seating

sandy fabric with grey core and patches of green-brown
glaze.
532*

Jar

Red sandy fabric withgey surfaces and patch

of dark brown glaze on rim.
533

Dish or platter with horizontal rim, slightly
thickened at edge,

Incised double wavy line on upper

thickening.

Red sandy fabric with brown glaze on

surface.

Diameter 190 mm.

upper surface.
534

with groove on upper surface beside

Dish or plate with horizontal rim, verticalthickened
edge.

Grey core and upper surface, rod margins and
Patchy brown glaze.

lower surface.
Diameter 330 m.
535*

Small mug

Fine red fabric with green-brown glaze,

speckled with dark brown,
536*

Mug (?)

on both surfaces.

pink/buff fine-sandy fabric.

Bluish

white/off-white glaze with blue decoration on neck.

537

Possibly an altar vase.
Rim of heavy pan in red sandy fabric with white slip

on interior, up to 20 m below rim.
over all interior.

Green glaze

Frilled edge to rim.

538

Jar in red sandy fabric with grey core.

Green

glaze on interior, patches on exterior.

Form

similar to 531.
539

Diameter 144

m.

Jar as 538, but with patches of brown glaze.
Diameter 216 mm.

540

Jar in rod sandy fabric with yellow-brown glaze
on interior.

541*

Jar

Diameter 182 -.

Fine rod sandy fabric with grey core.

Smooth green-brown glaze on both surfaces.
similar in form to Mayes 1968,

fig 29.4,

(Possibly

mid !7th

century.)
542*

Jar with heavy square rim

Red sandy fabric with

opaque brown glaze, worn and flaked.
543*

Jar

Orange fine-sandy fabric with orange-brown

glaze.
544

Three pipkin feet from different vessels.

Red

sandy fabric with bro.en glaze on interior and spots
of glaze on exterior, which is soot blackened.
545*

Bowl with thickened rim

Red sandy fabric with

grey core and patchy brown glaze on interior.
546*

Dish with triangular rim

Red sandy fabric with

yellow-brown glaze on upper surface.

Three

horizontal grooves on upper surface and traces of
knife trimming on lower surface.
shape to Mynard 1969,
547*

Mug

(Similar in

no. 46.)

Grey-brown sandy fabric with lustrous dark

brown glaze with very dark brown mottling.
Hoorhouse 1970* no. 172.)

(cf

no
548*

Pitcher rim

Red sandy fabric with grey core.

White slip on exterior and top 20 m

of interior.

Strap handle with two ridges.
549*

Pitcher rim

As 548.

glaze on exterior.

No slip but spot of brown

Large strap handle with

thuab impression at upper end.
550*

Small bowl with pouring lip

Pink-buff fine-

sandy fabric with bright yellow glaze on interior
and dilute yellow glaze on exterior.
551

Bowl,

possibly a chafing dish.

cream fine-sandy

fabric with green glaze on interior and top of rim,
and dilute yellow glaze on exterior.

Scar on top

of rim, possibly a handle, but more likely the knob
of a chafing dish.

552*

Platter
buff core.

Diameter 152 am.

Grey-white fine-sandy fabric with pinkGreen glaze on interior,

to yellow at rim.

shading

(cf Holling 1969, Ash type Bl,

which however has steeper sides.)
553

Platter in pink fine-sandy fabric with yellow glaze,
dilute on exterior.

Diameter 260 mm.

(cf moorhouse 1970, no. 124,
554

Platter or dish in thin

first half of 17th century.)

pink-buff fine-sandy fabric.

Green glaze on interior and upper part of rim.
Diameter 190
555

m.

Rim of pipkin with external lid-seating.

Buff fine-

sandy fabric with yellow glaze (with brown patches and
specks)

on interior and top of rim, and band and band

of similar glaze on exterior above lid-seating.
(cf Rolling 1971,

type 92a.

forms in Noorhouse 1970.)
Diameter 150 an.

Large collection of similar
Zarly to mid 17th century.
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556

Small jar or bowl with internal lid-seating.
Suff fine-sandy fabric with brown-speckled yellow
Exterior soot-

glaze on interior and top of rim.

557*

m.

Diameter 132

blackened.

Rod fine-sandy fabric with glossy black

Tyg rim
iron glaze.

558*

Possibly of same vessel

Base and body of a tyy

Fabric and glaze as 557,

as 557.

thicker parts of base.

with grey core in

Rilling on both surfaces.

Part of one handle and the scar of a second survive.
Underside largely unglazed,

althouah on one side the

glaze has run beneath the base, forming a large drip,
which prevents the tyg from standing flat on its

base.

The glaze has formed a pool on the same side of the
indicating that the tyg was sft at an angle

interior,

for firing.

Form C, mid 17th century.

(cf Davis

and Ashdown 1970, 19.)
559*

Light fabric with mottled light brown

JUg rim

glaze on kxterior and clear glaze on interior, over
a a'1.l buff coating, extending about 20 m

which is

below rim.
560*

Jug rim
of exterior.

Cordon 10 mm below rim.
Buff fabric with buff glaze, mottled on
Interior glaze is darker for about

15 mm below rim.
561*

aTeck of a flask
little,

)st

Groove 10 mm below rim.
Hard orange-brown fabric with very

very fine, sand tempering.

exterior is grey on one side.

Surfaces unglazed,

The base of the

neck has been knife-trimmed, presumably to make a
cleaner join with a separately thrown body.

The
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neck has been bunged with a lump of very sandy
yellow clay, pushed through from the mouth.
the top

visible in

The impression of a fhpr-nail is

Type III flask (Surst 1966).

of the bung.

Probably French, mid 17th century.
Costrel, slightly flattened front

Base and body

562*

and back.

Fine buff fabric with 'bib' of thick

cream-coloured glaze with greenish

tinge where it is

thickest.
Two sherds - handle/rim and handle/neck - of costrel,

563*

probably the same vessel

As 562,

possibly bdngs to

same vessel.
564

Base of a costrel, as 562.

Undecorated albarello

565*

tin

glaze.

Pink fabric with white

(Form similar to Bloice 1971, no. 85,

but more squat. )
Level Ve
566*

Bowl with wide horizontal rim, thickened at edge
Red sandy fabric with green-brown glaze on interior.

567

Red sandy fabric with

Dish with triangular rim.
brown glaze on upper surface.
parallel to edge of rim.

Groove on upper surface

Similar to 546 in shape.

Diameter 270 mm.
568

Rim of bowl or platter, thickened at edge.

Red sandy

fabric with brown/green glaze on upper surface.
Diameter 158 m.
569

Rim of bowl or platter, thickened at edge.
fabric with brown glaze on upper surface.
380 mm.

Red sandy
Diameter
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570

Rim of bowl or platter,

folded into a bead.

Red

sandy fabric with yellow-brown glaze on upper surface.
Diameter 224 sm.
571

Jar, or possibly chamber pot. with upright rim.
Red sandy fabric with green glaze on interior.
Diameter 208 at.

572*

Jar with upright rim
core.

573

Red sandy fabric with grey

Olive-green glaze on interior.

Jar, possibly chamber pot, with upright rim.

Red

fine-sandy fabric with grey exterior and green glaze
on interior.
574*

Jar

Diameter 156 na.
Red sandy fabric with brown glaze on interior.

Exterior soot-blackened.
575

Rim of a large Jar. Red sandy fabric with grey core
and dark green-brown glaze.
on exterior below rim.

576

Similar but smaller rim.

Row of thumb impressions

Diamater 290 ma.

cf 335.

Orange sandy fabric with

orange-brown glaze on exterior and patches of dark brown
glaze on interior.
577

Rim and lip of jug in red sandy fabric with orangebrown glaze on intezior.

578

Exterior soot blackened.

Rim and part of lip of jug in red sandy fabric with
large patches of orange-brown glaze on interior.

579

Rim of bowl, possibly strainer,
with dark brown glaze.

in red sandy fabric

Hole beneath the rim,

pushed through from the interior.
580

Diameter 255 m.

Rim of chafing dish in red sandy fabric with grey core
and orango-brown glaze.

One of the knebs survives -

a triangular lump of clay set on to the rim at an angle

W4
of about 45 0

with a thumb print in the upper

surface.
581

Platter with rounded thickened rim in buff fabric
with very little

fine sand tempering.

olive-greon glaze on upper surface.
216 mm.

(cf Hoorhouse 1970,

no.

Brown-speckled
Diameter

121.)

Kid 17th

century.
582

Platter with angular thickened rim in cream finesandy fabric with green glaze on interior and top of

rim.
583

Platter with rounded thickened rim in cream fine-

sandy fabric with green glaze on upper surface.
Diameter 320 m.
584*

(cf Bolling 1971, type A2.)

Jar (or chamber pot) with rib on exterior below

tim

Buff fine-sandy fabric.

on interior and top of rim.
type L2B.)
585*

As 584

Pale yellow glaze
(cf Bolling 1971,

Early to mid 17th century.
Buff fine-sandy fabric with thin patchy

green glaze on interior and top of rim.

Patch of

soot on exterior.

586

Rim, similar to 585 but with yellow glass with
green mottling.

587

Diameter 148 m.

Rim, probably from chamber pot, with rounded thickened

rim.

Buff fine-sandy fabric with yellow-green glaze

on interior.

Ridge on exterior below rim.

Diameter 176 m.

588

Rim, perhaps of chamber pot, similar to 565.

Crnm

sandy fabric withpale green-yellow glaze on interior.
Diameter 178 m.
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589

Rim, perhaps of chamber pot, with upright rim, slightly
concave on interior.

Cream fine-sandy fabric with

yellow-green glaze on interior.
590

Diameter 176 m.

Rim with internal lid-seating in cream fine-sandy
fabric.

Yellow glaze with brown patches on interior.

Diameter IAO .am.

591

Jar (M)with out-turned square rim and internal lidseating.

Cream fine-sandy fabric with worn yellov

glaze (with brown patches) on interior.

Diameter

180 -m.

592

Steep-sided bowl in cream sandy fabric with yellow
glaze on interior and top of rim.

593*

594*

Cup

Diameter 172 m.

Hard white sandy fabric with green glaze on

interior and streaks and spots of green glaze on exterior.
Small dish
Cream fabric with very little, very fine
sand

t6qpering.

Green glaze on interior, running

over rim.

595*

Dish, possible drip tray

Pink sandy fabric with

patches of yellow-green glaze.

Possibly from a

candlestick.
596

Rim and handle, possibly of a candlestick,
sandy fabric with yellow-green glaze.

597

in buff

Diameter 40 m.

Rim of dish or platter in red sandy fabric with brown
glaze on upper surface and spots of glaze on lower
surface.

Wavy line of trailed white slip, apearing

yellow beneath glaze, on rim.
598

Sherd in red sandy fabric with brown glaze on exterior.
'Chain'

of white slip on exterior, aypearing yellow

beneath glaze.
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599*

Base of poychrome plate'

Pink fabric with

vhite tin glaze on upper surface and lead glaze on
lower.

Design consists of a blue spiral, ftram wich

radiates petals or leaves of blue, yellow and gree.
Dated emapless
of London).
600*

Dish

1652-5 (Bristol) and 1600-75 (City

(cf Davis and Ashdown 1970,

Cream fabric with white tin

surfaces.

1.)

glaze on both

Linear decoration in blue on upper surface.

There is part of a boss, pushed through from lower
surface,

and complete examples of this form have a

'cogged'

rim.

Dated example:

1636 (1,iLzwillian

Nuseum).
601*

Bowl

Cream fabric with tin glaze on upper surface

and lead glaze on lower.

Design of goometric and

leaf motifs in blue, which was also associated with
a sunflower design on similar examples.
shards, possibly from same vessel.
than 1650.
602

Date not later

(of Davis and Ashdown 1971, 4.)

Bowl in cream fabric with white tin glaze on both
surfaces.

Blue linear decoration on upper surface, with

blue and yellow chain beneath.
Bloice 1971,
603

Also similar

(Shape similar to

no. 21.)

Porringer handle in cream fabric with white tin glaze
on upper surface and lead glaze on lower.
in blue on upper surface.

Design

Very worn and probably

residual.
46*

mag

Pink fabric with tin glaze on both surfaces.

Purple manganese mottling on exterior.

Nags of this

107
type have been found at the Vine Lane site
Southwark,

and a similar example has been dated to

the 1630s.

605

Chamber pot in cream fabric with white tin glaze on
The glaze has a pink tinge,

both surfaces.
which is

Diameter 193 m.

uncomon.

(Shape

similar to Bloice 1971, no. 78.)

606

Base of a jar in cream fabric with very worn tin
Part of blue horizontal

glaze on both surfaces.

line decoration on exterior, just above the base.
*Shape similar to Bloice 1971, 83.)

Diameter 116 m.
607

Rim of jar in cream fabric with white tin glaze on
Decoration of a purple line below

both surfaces.

(Shape similar to

Diameter 70 m.

rim on exterior.
Bloice 1971, 85.)

608

Rim of straight-aidedessel,

the sides of which slope

inwards towards a plain, slightly out-turned rim.
Buff fabric with yellow glaze.

Trailed slip decoration

on exterior beneath glaze - two horizontal lines of
brown slip with oblique 'stitches'
between horizontals.

of orange slip

Too small to measure diameter.

Date possibly c.1675-1725.

(cf Celoria and Kelly 1973, in

149.)
609*

Rim of plate

Fine buff fabric.

Moulded deaign

in white and brown slip, covered by yellow glaze, on
ukpper surface.
610*

Base sherd

Zdge of rim notched.
Porcelain with thin red/orange line on

interior and design in buff and brown on exterior.

10S
Level Vt
611*

Jar

Red sandy fabric with dark green glaze

on interior.
612*

Jar

Exterior soot-blackened.

Red sandy fabric with grey core.

Green/

brown glaze on interior and patches of thin brown

glaze on exterior.
613

Jar with heavy folded square rim in red sandy
fabric with grey core.
outer edge of rim.

614

Cup in

Brown glaze,

worn along

Diameter 340 ma.

red sandy fabric with green glaze.

Diameter

140 m.

615

Steep-sided bowl with out-turned rim.

Buff sandy

fabric with brown-speckled yellow glaze on
interior and top of rim.
of rim, close to inner
616*

Groove on upper surface
edge.

Cup rim with handle scar
very little,

Diameter 170 -.
Pink-buff fabric with

very fine sand tempering and woza yellow

glaze on interior and top of rim.
Mid-later 17th century.
617*

Base of jar

(cf Bolling J.M tpOB3.)

See also 353.

Cream fabric with white tin glaze on

both surfaces, with a pinkish tinge.
to Bloice 1971, 89,
618

(Shape similar

but vessel is smaller.)

Base of an ointment pot in cream fabric with white tin
glaze on both surfaces.

Diameter 37 um.

(Shape

similar to Bloice lp1, 93.)
619*

Rim sherd

Porcelain sauceri

rest of decoration is blue.
620*

Two joining rip/base sherda
in

shades of blue.

brown ring around rim,
18th century.
Porcelain, decorated

Yung-Chang.

(1723-35).

SMALL FINDS

(Fig. 15)

Clay Vpies
The clay pipe evidence (Table 5)

suggests the following dating

for these levelat

Vd lower

a

Vd upper

down to c.164o+
c. 1640-60+

ve

a c.1660-8o

Vf

a mid 18th century

Vg

a

L
L87
f6,
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ffL7

1780+ wi-h much derived material

ffl-4

Evidence from Ve suggests that type 25 may have been manufactured
before 1700, possibly as early as 1680.
Stone

Level VA
65

fflVJ

Struck flint flake with a worked notch.

Glass
Level Va
66

fflA7

Very thin shoulder fragment of vessel glass.

Transparent,

blue in section.
67

Fragment of blue-green translucent vessel glass.

Level V D
68*

Z127

Handle fragment

Blue-green transparent glass with

elongated bubbles.
69*

Fragment

Blue-green transparent vessel glass.

Ribbed,

with narrow groove.

70

Neck fragment of R-B vessel glass.
section.

Transparent, blue in

and

II/
,27

2

liea

=30

34C

@
0

I

I

47;'

•

41

577

f"

4v- Se

-

91~69
SS

01

Fgl13

Smlinds from aff trowb.

Nos 7-76

A1~

-

i

,
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16MM

V

ff127

Foot fragment of vessel glass

71*

and yellow section.

72

Opaque with black surfaces

Probably medieval.

Fragment of R-B vessel glass.

Transparent, blue in

section.

Level Vd

'68, ~

Neck and rim of mall bottle

73*

translucent glass.

Pale apple-green

Flakey metallic decay.

IrEgular

rim and twist marks for 1Om below it.
74* Fragment
Colourless transparent glass, probably base
of wine-glass.

(cf Noorhouse 1971, no. 13)

Fragments of dark green bottle gl.ass
Fragments of flat glass, probably window.
Level Ve

f6,

75* Fragment

17
Painted window glass, as 17.

Also unpainted

fragments.

76*

Fragments

Dark green bottle glass, including neck/rim

of latter 17th century.
77

(Leeds 12)41).

Base of small cylindrical bottle in colourless glass.
Diameter 40 m.

Coins and Trade Tone

ff3.7

kLe
78

Trade token:

Ob:

WILLIAM LUCAS

Savage with clxb over shoulder

Rx:
(Reft
79

IN SOUTHHUXK MMl

Williamson 1889,

Unidentified coin.

hd

Southwark 63.)

ffoin no.'L

111

Nail.

Feature V D

f

Nails with round sectioned shanks.
80

Two fragments of a hinge.

Badly corroded.

LM97

Level Va

Two nails with round sectioned shanks and flat round
heads.

Z8, 97

Level Vd
Nails
81

Possible knife blade.

Level ve

ff6e

Z

Nail
82

Small plate.

Level Vf

ZW

83

Shank of nail, square section, Length 100 m.

84

Flat object, perhaps knife-blade.

Length 100 m.

Brone
Level VO

ffl97

85

Five spherical-headed pins.

86

Three lace tags.

87

Piece of wire.

Level Vd

OU, 27

88

Ferrule.

89

Two pins, length 28 -

(1.1 in).

90

Lace tag, length 18 m

(0.7 in).

91

Fragment of hinge.

Cf no. 457

ef
ff

nos. 41, 4,
no. 4]7

112

Level Ve

ZP6,

Z7

Lump

Level
92

Vf

LT§7

Disc, possibly a button.

Z5f no. 347

Lead

Level vc

17

Fragment of a glazing came.

Done

Level Vc
64

ffl27

Seven pieces of bone waste similar to that found in
early 16th century pit IVP4 in

Level Vd

trench IV (q.v.).

jffA V7

Pieces of bone industry waste from bottom of level.

the
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TABLE It

Numbers of clay pipes from Trench II,

Date range to-

9

Typo no.
Level
0

a

Ir I
10 "5

Bl"15 19 21

13

22

26

IIg

Level Iih

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

Dl

TABLE 2:

25,/26 227

1

ov4r ZIg

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Post-medieval pottery from Trench II,
sherds by level and by fabric group

Fabric Group

H

N A

C

D

M J F

Level Ind

5

7 57* 2 19

1

2

*

25

lf

II

by level and typo

IIae
U lhf
IZIP

1

4
2

B

1

2

8

2

57

3 47

G L

7

Total
93*

3

1
1

numbers of

1

1

9

15
30

includes 38 sherds from one complete vessel

Il

12

153

114
Numbers of clay pipes from Trench III, by level

TABLE 3:

and tX2e.

0

0
"4
" 4

DateII
Range

4

,4

4

a

o.
Level

9

?g

d5 lZM 13 15

10

18 19

20 22 25

26 27

6

1

1

IIId

3

1

III S2
lIe

2

IIIg

9

IIIP

4

3
2

1

1

1

IIIL

1

2

1

8 106

1

3

1

1

1

2

Post-medieval pottery from Trench V, numbers of
sherds by level and by fabric group

TABLE 4:

Fabric Group

H

N A

B

C

Level

Vc

12 11

63 30 2

2 17

"

Vd

11

86 1348

3 14

"

Ve

"

Vf

5

114 13 89 1219
37 14

5 1

2

G L

F

J

D

Z ot

IK

138

1
1

9

3

1

1

5

9,
2

194
2

1
2

265
4

67

TABLE 5:

Numbers of clay pipes from Trench V, by level and type

00

Type no.

4 5

Level
Vd (i)
Vd (ii)
e
Vf
Vg

5/7 5AO

1

1

2
1

6 8 9OflL421)/QVI

1

131314l1518 20 212527

1
1
1

1

94
52

2
1

1
2

1

0I
0

1

1
2

3
214

2

1
15

1
21

4
10 1
1 3
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Anmiclal sand ooonomic studies of
aniials bones frm postmedi

al

refue deposits in Southmkrk.

by

Raymond 3. Chaplin
sand
Mary Ha&MMn

Archa.eosooiogioal Services,
'Notherfeld'

V pper Blainslie,

Zttriok and Lauderdale.

IV

ho emanvtiom at the site at 1"

loks, Plemo two ]pim
thse boom
a r ar
pnbob

i

Boras

autba*,

rees, deposits Acb in anisia bon.

sons 6mible

Il DI ozical Interest and their natare and

orisLa shad U&hit on the sooaol

bhead dmb at lo

HI&s 3trest,

and social activity of this bridge-

and on the type at livestock utiloed.
=72MM AMD

A2

O the strata excavatedo only two contained oufflelerA bone to Uit a
full stWW.

Pit X3:1 P Is a rafts pit iddah frmthe mcaqiMasing pottav WAi

tobacco pipes is dated to cira
an adjacent priso.

if80.

Pit IT P4 Is a refse pit associated with

This pit Is dated to the sixteenth century.

After prelairmry sorting the bones were Identified to species and the
MA

of boes ad anims they represented noted.

to establish the az and ago

NbseVently we attempted

of the ani:als fram some of the bonse.

ritezia adopted are onasidered at appaopriate points below.

speoifi

conclusios

deposit.

therefrom are

The

The findings and

t conveniently presented u

each

Sheep and Soats (not found) wooe Identified using the criteria of

Beemaneak, 412olr aid TelaheAt (19%61).

he majority of the bones fund In this deposit were the horn core ce
cattle.

The species fou

ad the mainm

e0or of animls represented are,

with the exoeption of the cattle horn cores, mmrisrlsd in Table Al.
tr*qom

of the prinalpal bones of these species is

21h

mmrised in Table A2.

(MttMe hbreamr=
A total of slzty-urA
then wore Incomplete.

horn coresm e from this do.osit.

Bach horn am

The majority of

had been detadehd from the skull ftirly

Glase to the born base, so that in root oases the aldline area of the oranim
we l*alda.

Becmase or thisp it

mse not possible to pair off horn cores fia

and left sam.

the riat

Twenty-s-een homa Gors w

fort-tw ffts the A*t.

2his

oepenqa

not,

from the I*f
over,

sidanW

lattsticll

sapifteat.
On the basis of the alm and shape at the hru coe and mdml crest,

thaee swuis at bor core can be doUtiabod.

Theme hon oar, Opes are

refered to as D, I andV and the tpe emmes are ilstrated In fis.

Dismsim ot the hoam aoes

wre m folm : oLw

rumoo of base of horn

esre Ia -s.

IP 1659 167 (2)g, 170 (2)s i71 Me) 173m, 1789 i82j, 183 (2)9 laij 1858
1ON
167 (2)g 1909 192, 193& 199 199, WO (2),

02, 203, 2D9, 210, 211 (2),

212 (2), 213& 214, 221, 223v 231, 236, 2559 283.

&DIU

1%91Mm

11s 167v 1829 181,4 186v 1880 1928, 197 (2)g 2010 2080 2109

21*, t2)s 216, 217, 223* 225g 226, 231, 238.
Umh e

m torty-ons mls

of type Ds tow ofr t

z aw twenty-ft

N oe

TJhe siffleme of the horn core tymes
The resom far classIfyIg these hom cores into tpe Is to locate In
tim and p2ace livestock shoLing cam=

araterLstics.

1lrfut vudiability In ihLr aim and lom vdach

Born cores have an

askes thm partiotarly ue-

mi In Mch stmss.
So ssl
e

and fom of an IndIvIdal's horns in a herd at cattle of

amon

iIN, Is &ue to both iFAvdmI variation and to the sez of the A=d.

aM mfbtmtelY aeuLY Mrphic In met Bovi&e.
Amoahe---.)
The h0= Ot fmales m

Hws

This was the case with the

ffts Which the modern Ibropen cattle am desended.
fmiy

slighter than those of the male.

The horms of

60trte" sales nsa&le those of the femle but the 6eee of reme0lence Is
a1fcted by th age at castration.
maler ad the pWiRLM bow is spO

M

n

it Is mOM frIable than that of an &dt.

hoa ot $enles

of both sem

an

appmae. After burl In the sol
In defing cattle typea trm a

mm

VVIMUMI1y beftS

eellestiom it

LrIetal variation.

Gm int

to

---

Th. sex stuctare of such a collection is likely
ot livestook proetion

to be blamed by the -cocs
Ws kave measured te

to eommidz both Intre.

Is neessar

circmference of the boe of the horn core In crder

imWate between the sexes and ompare the types.

sbowm- for types D and 7 in fig. AL

This dimension is

In animals of types D and

from 10 - 240 sm.

with two smtim,

rme

entslde this ane.

Mhe colmlfno3 of the ma

Only two animI
an

this ftmsion
of types D lay

ts. betwen VuA" D amd IP

strealy auaests that thee are distinct varieties of cattle and not the sec
dammes at a single type.

The

ispersai at the

myaremt

shown no clear evidence that two sex classes ae preseM.
that both females and castratee are present.
f

within each tpe

althamh it

Although on metrical

Is posabl

mmrn& the

type 2 cattle miht be considered as a separate class of either D or
r,

are, an

they

grounds, a distinct type.

be gdLSn of the animl bons
In addition to the anmal bones, this pit contained much pottery ana
p1pes.

lay

Does other than horn cores are relatively few and -oat probably

represent small portions of meat.

Horn cores do not have aer4 useful quantity

or flesh about them ad t0erefore these camot be reanded as food reftse.
smenl portion of
r1MD

reanim attaowd to each Indicates that they were carefully

fram the skil.

This Implies that thq wer

prooessift of the outer sheath of horn.
pat

The

mand it seem mt

detached for subsequent

Horn was an important *osmc1W in the

prbable that the horn cores are tLe refuse ftm

a horn

worker's promises.

This interpretation wculd also account for the limite

Ase

hned type B cattle compared with the larger types P and D.

of the smn

A similar depoeit oC horn cores at Coventr7 ms also Interpreted as wefm

from

a horn wor1cer (Chaplin i,66).
eattle

In

me
a tbarteenth setmary deposit at

"sMUisdW

by the ohshe of t4e he

ovrentry, four types of cattle wee
and nuchal crest (Chaplin, i9S).

These

I

it

II'
ii,
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ameas am referred toas Coventry types A - D.
11milar to Southwark type 1.

Uoventry type A Is very

The alroamfereme of the base of the horn core

in the Covetry animals ranged from 110 - 190 m whilst the Southwark ones
range frm 150 - 240 m and are clearly more messive.
he,-- are Scarce at both Coventry and Southiark,
and Southuark z)

is

eiffiout to interpret.

Al agrees with the example f1ro
Muchal crest.

Cattle with very sell

The shorthozn (Coventry B

That from Southerk shown in fig.

Coventry in having the horn set belo

the

In the other ex%ae from Souathwrk, it will be seen from fig. Al

that the horn aries

much closer to the mchal crest.

ftrM the Coventry deposit.

Deoause of thA. sall

This variant is

absent

sine of the shorthorn sample

at both sites, the significance of this variant camict be established.
present we distiqpaish only a single shorthorn type, but it

is

At

possible that the

Variant noted on the present site my need to be given full type status.
Coventry type C is absent from Southwark but was, with type A,
of the f t's

at Coventry.

the most

The
omerous

In contrast, at Soutivark, the Sothark type D is

the most rumercus type, yet at Coventry this type (Coventry D) is

represented

by only a single e=Vle.
Particilar brods of cattle often have horns of distinctive form and the
Illustrations here are clearly recdniscent of some of these.
however, characterized by its
fo

horns.

A breed is not,

Modern livestock breeds were established

a variety of stock at & ccmpartively. late date (mostly from the eighteenth

cenbury).

It would therefore be unise to apply breed nenes to thee varieties.

1hen many mor deposits have been studied it

wy be possible to recontuct the

history of the lime which went into the modern breeds.

The s*eCies fbAm and the minina
In Table A.

Onred

iumber of anials represented are shown

with other bones,

the4re Is a disproportionate nuer

of

ettle skalls, Jim and metapodials and sheep sulls and jas. Therefore, also

Aven
thse.

in

Table A3 1. the mnlm amber of anims determined from bones other than

MW fr0qtWq of indivi & al

bones of the principal species present is
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in Table A.

ehow

AK Itestign of gatt. mMUdblft
The mt

convenient index of the age struoture of the saple is

ktainea

trom the fr*WeVAy of certain stages in the eruption and war of the cewek
teeth.
forward.

With intact sw9dblea, close olassification is relatively straighatThe present specimens vore all fragentary and therefore it wa only

possible to dtstUn&iah broad categories of age.
classs and the mawher of anims
Las a

f

We distinguished three so

in each class Is sham in Table A5*

e moandibles
atth

This class is obaracterised by animals in which milk teeth are present or
in uhlch the milk teeth have recentay be n replaced by permanent teeth,
permanent teeth of such ardals show almost no war.
five ani-Il

The

The dental formla of the

is siven in Table A6.

All anins

in this class have a full permanent dentition whidch shows

moderate wear.

rChaotristioally, the lingual crests of the molars are low

but the IdWidibulae are distinct.

In the most worn exelei, the valley

betwen the anterior and posterior cows of the molars Is slight.

There is

a elear disontinuity between animals In class i and the least wrr. easples

at this class,

This pmp Is ahadm terised by molars and premolars with flattened
oolunsal surfaces, shallow Infandibulas and extensive exposure of dentine.
This is a terinl

group covering animals of very different ape but distinct

from those of leso 2.
aWs criterMa from the oat

.rial bones of cattle

For modern stock the approx1mate time scale for the fusion of the opilV*ises
of lon bones is knM.

jLst

the true age to be asiged to these events in
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eaient stock i unkow
s,

that thaq used at a greater

this reason, we xovd ham both the criteria and a modern time

or

me

the indatim a

tae

trM saver (1"98).

od rA m the uinimm aer

we low not used this Intonation in deter-

of animals becasme the

Precisely correlated between different bones.
at* mber of Jw bons,

w

oooider it

derived frm these two gmVe,
Aim alas_fitiLanl at

ahe

a e ar

not easily or

In view of the di&prootion-

uiniso to orrelate the age strmtu

Age criteria and data are detailed in Table A7.

innblas

2h. sheep mandibles were divided into two classes.

Tb. first

omprised

animals with one or more milk mlara or prolars and animals in w1ah poumenet teeth were still
ftrmd the second

erapting.

las. o

The remining animals with permnent teeth

The second c3assma

examined in order to establish

further classes dotned by disoontinuities in the pattern and amount of wear.
Some

oaplete Jaws were present in the sample and a series of jam trom modern

sheep of known age were available for ocaparison.

The pattern and amount of

wear in the ancient samplp ma so varied that we oould not establish & sequerce
of wear patterns

and were unable to divide this second class despite the obvious

age variation in tho sample.

Becase sicat of the Jaws were framentary, a true

maimm xumber of ani als could not be determined between left and right kAlves.
The final age division of the mandibles Is therefore based on the nuber of

bones and is given in Table AS.
As.-Andtaria fzVM zost-orania
Them

bonemi of ghame

problem of the absolute age of ftsion of the

ed for t he oattle apply to che sheep.

scale are given below.

anals.

Se
P

The criteria of age and the modern time

The disparity in nabors between the mandibles and

post-oranial bones in the sheep,
mW not be

suggests that the two groups Of age est1mate8

ompareble, as they could in

Part represent different groups of

Age criteria and data are detail6d in Table A9.

estisation
T

cttle

plpbyses; rention-

- "!22IL
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]h T I

secttle metacodials

Thre were no emplate metapodial barn.

Tbe vidth and depth (a - p) of

thM prozimal and distal ends of mstaIals were meamred and these are ,tven
in Table MO.

dimensions are frequently sexually dimorphio In unalates.

%we

of the mataoarpal, neither vidthp depth nor the wi t /

Ot %muty pmx1mal end

The same applied to a sample

depth index indeated dimorpmhi.
evYM dstal epi

stes.

Of the metatrsala, fbOV'yeevmn prozimel end

M10)

ahoed

f twenty -

(dimension

Siven in Table

o ertain evidence of divorphim in their width, depth (a - p)

er vith/depth Index.

The latter, howver, suggests an Iamze-s ussmple.

Te width, depth and width/depth Indez of the distal epiphysem ales

suggests an

hmonaea sanple.
Ni#am (i")

has examined seval dimorphism in the metapodials of modern

Aberdeen AnwAs broed cattle,

lie ftond that a useful discriminant of sez in both

metsarpals and metatarsals was the relationship between the distal diaplesal
width and the distal epiphysial width.

These dimensions ae given in Table MtO.

We have examined these relationsitip
these with Highem's data for modern
sets of data together.

in the present sample and compared

Aberdeen &nSus cattle by plotting the two

The distribution of the values rim the present site is

different from thal for the Aberdeen ArVAs sample.

Most of Our values lie with-

In or to the left of the 95% eqiprAbIlity elipee for the steers and in the
upper third of the famale elipse.

left heM cozer of tie famle elipse.
are distint from ti

others.

outside the botta

Tmos hamer, lay jut

It may be inferred that these two animels

The disposition of these dimensions suggests that

they might also be bound by an elipee of similar

sme and shape to those calcu-

lated by Hiisa, but with slightly different oo-ordinates.
Prom the data it is Impossible to sex the sample.

The distribution of the

dimnsions and the hisbandry teahniqus;pt the period favour the view that the
majority of car -emples are steers (castrated males) with a few fmales present.
the alternative viw that our ample consists of cattle at mixed tpe having
dliffet

mt&Pvdal Properties which obeure sex differemes in any one type

,

I mA
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m

Ipirable.

smuto that
metap- Odi

In

The norml distriution of the 9i046 Mamwsom &kWc.gWy

eame dealing with a samWle that Is If-mWomnses In reau'd to

characteristics,

the olleation of sheep nandibleo

db0Uwa the length at the tooth We.
value for am dotermitIon.
mozval

the most frequ ut

imion

avail-

In sheep this dimmion Is of unkm

The length of the tooth aw in a. of twenty-eiz

us as falcom : 67 (2), 68 (5), 69 (3), 70 (2), 71 (7), 72 (1),

73 (2), 74. (2), 75 (2).
There is no certain suggestion that more than oao group Is present.
w.t1 ar

e
I"

Iit IV PI.

The only dental anomaly noted ma the conaental absence of the second
Prmlar (the first of the cheek teeth).

In eight of fifty-nine mandibles the

second promolar us congnitally absent,

In the rmining fifty-one mandibles

same had lost this tooth in life.
Worked one Pit IT ML,
The metapodial bones of the cattle all show evidence of post mortem workIng.

It Is clear fr,

the large nzbers of mate slivers of bane and artefacte

foumd (chessmen, dice eto
mtatarsas)

that the shaft of the metapodials (especially

ws a prime source of rw aterial,

are thiok walled and straight.
thicbs and length.
werm

bnem
6sb3s.

The onds having been sawn off, wre discardo-

A selection ot the debr:6 frm this work is shgwn in late &I.

2ULU of the de
Pit In

No other bone provides strips of Ooar&ble

It is olear from their amvers that mtapodial bones

collected for t his purose,

ad as mate.

The shafts of the metapodials

sits.

PI Contained principallyR

cattle horn cores along with a few other

It would appear that the forner are workshop debris, the latter domestic
The 10etod of detadment of the horn cores suggests deliberate removal.

The mnst likely use of these

it ien fresh would be for the romoval of the

* 126
sas heratius shealk of trie horn. Morn at this tie us an Important rw
waterial flr veseels, ormnts and deoorative work, having properties not
mlke mm plastics.

A detaled aruent for this interpretation of the

origin of such deposits of horn cores is given ftr a msdieval site in ODve*Ui7 by ChapL.in (i9W6).
Afferen

types of cattle alrea4 noted.

mixe origin.
work.

this ussage cold also explain the froqmenoy of the
Pit IT P4 can also be regrded as of

Mearly the worked bone is pioinam

The disproport

y

afse from bh

Lerft

oamber of ietapodial bones clearly indicatem the

aqasition of these beoe. for this work.

The disproportion of sheep beads Is

wt so easy to explain, there being no Indication of use.

The mixture ofthe

booe in the graund and their frapontaz7 naue Idicates that the sheep heads
were not discarded fresh, nor after simple extraction of the brain.

The most

probable eylanation Is that theV were stowed either to provide food or to
obtain fat, platin etc..

The other bones present appear to be food debris.

Thua picture is in acoord with the view that this pit me associated with
the adjaceu prison.
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Use

pAlimm nm&w of aim*Uvprsented by post cranal bonw. In Pit M! 1Pt
Cattle

3

sheew
6

The frqncW of the principal tan

M4
1

Cattle

Bsnore

b
1

of the boW found In Pit III P1.
*mbe

some

aorse
1

of boanes at

Sheep

Pig

I

--

Horse

Dog
-

Oranim

1

0

0

0

0

Dsntary

1

4

0

0

2

8oaula

2

1

0

1

0

amemus

0

2

1

0

0

Radius and 1m

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Famur

1

0

0

0

0

Tibia

1

0

0

0

0

Metatarsal

1

1

0

0

0

etacarpal

he mixim snm6wo of anls
Minlmm ma,er of animls

found in Pit IV P4.
Cattle

Sheep

Pig

Horse

(a) All bons

1.9

81

4

1

1

(b) Zzoluding suall. jw
am mstayo&Ualm

13

13

4

1

1

Rod Doer

Mnm

mmber of mims

Sattle, sheep a

reprer

te by ifternt parts of the body of

p4P frm Pit IV f.
Sw.ep

P1i

15
tIl

22

0

Imnoore
lelble

18
13

18
81

-

2

Atlo

26

5

1

6

11.

2

7

12

cattle

loqa

ra

Baiuansa
Ustacarpsl p.

met a

21

l a.

)

0

)D

0

Four
TOIba

12

Metatasal p.

52

Notatarmal d.

58

10

0

13

1

o

)

0

Alp stmaturs of cattle mwidible. by a.

classes.
Age Class

Amber of anials

1

2

3

5

19

19
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DMUI fbangl

of oat,

In 84P cless I# Pit IT P40.

113

i,

" t

4.

M"2;

U2

"3
5. -

t

P

TSL

31

-

a toot

33

gr-tn

froWsy ny"ted

U3
-

-

a t.oh misn

a pWenr^nent prowler N a pamat

molar

A7.

AV criteria for cattle frcm long bones, Pit IV P1.

Age (r.onth)

7-10
12 - 18

3D
2? - 36

36 -42
42 -48

Done and *pipT

Rurer
ts ftused

%mber wd'used

Boapiad.

4

2

Immlcate

-

-

wmerud.
Bais p.

1

3

MO
etacarp l d.
tibia a.

27
1

3

Metamreal

50

.

oINIAROM

]awp.

7

0

Few a.

4

1o

tibiep.

6

2

vims
Realud.

01
4

Rmeu

p.

1

0
1
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Ae assmlation of w"

teeth, Pit IT po.
oleest

Clss

zt S Auf
m

A

ftattJewa&I=

3

35

ftirs

3

1

f

I'L fie.3a

-ta
of

2

Age criteria fr

swep fm lw4 boom fun Pit IV

AVe (moaths)

Doue ao

6-

a

6 w10
to

iS8-.24
2D -28

pyloos

Nmber fusd

$"a-I.rAwminate
Homerue 6.
Radius p.
tOM& d,

(83,M)

Rmbor unflued
%

1g
1

.

0
1
I
0
0

Metacarpal a.

0

Mtatarsa a.

0

%MI.S.

I

$%x.ows.

3D'p -

6 %

% .S.

% N.B.

Calaam

36-42

am

ea.1
h.79

Tibia p.

fmoaen fivares from Si:lve oig").

1

%~ 2
2

21%

SWUM
Mnmmstaf at

iftl&M borlso astapota bares fs
mansml

AwIma VI&A
PzLml
1Dp (&-p)

of bin1 m

Pit ITPl"

aua.
-tal
pzmN

end.

5
50 % .5 3 49 47 4751 47 48
0 40
49 48 52 50 47 47 43 42 48 47 47 48 45
5 51 50 7 52 5249
7 48 4 448
48 45
3

47

D5

3

54

51

7 44 49 47 47 40 49

351
42 41

3

5

46 47 54 5

45 0 P
45 07 47

53 51 45 44 48 50

53 53
47 M 51 49
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